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1/History & who we serve
Image: Dejvice Technology Campus, https://www.kampusdejvice.cz/kdo-jsme
NTK Academic Services
2013-present: Meeting students, researchers, and 
instructors at the point of need, in-person and online 
(even before COVID)
New: National Centre for Information Support of 
Research, Development, and Innovation
2021-2024: Our project stream=towards a 
“one-stop-shop” for researchers, early career researcher 
support
Many of our support efforts 
are related to writing 
(right: NTK CRM data)
*CRM=Customer Relationship Management software (open source SUITE CRM)
2/2019-2020: Benchmarking 
requests from the University of 
Chemistry and Technology, 
Prague, and Czech Technical 
University in Prague
Image: Academic Lounge in NTK, https://www.techlib.cz/en/84044-ntk-academic-lounge
Benchmarking
UCT Prague university communications (more 
international web presence, what others do)
CTU in Prague Faculty (School) of Civil Engineering, 
Department of Mechanics, Open Mechanics Research 
Group (EU HR Excellence Award, “defining mentorship” 
stream)
20+1 universities, highly-ranked technology/engineering 
schools and departments
Comparative analysis
UCT Prague CTU in Prague
a) Mission and 
portfolio in general
b) International 








a) Excellence in research and 
scholarship support (scientific writing, 
presenting and publishing, research 
literacy, research management, 
finding grant opportunities, research 
groups administration)
b) Teaching and learning
advancement (classes, mentoring 
programs, consultations, peer 
support)
c) HR, international staff recruitment, 
and career development support 
(international staff, staff mobility, 
internships and exchanges, job 
interviews and applications, tenure 
process, advancements)
d) Support for engagement, 
involvement, collaboration, 
transdisciplinarity, and inquisitiveness
(curricular and extracurricular, 
institutional and external, formal and 
informal activities)
As a result, 
STEMskiller was 
born
Not just writing, not just “traditional” information literacy 
skills, but a comprehensive research and scholarship skill 
map
For mentors of early career researchers (and interested 
self-study students)
Specific aim: Level the playing field for any interested 
parties (worldwide)
Leverage existing open educational resources, not reinvent 
the wheel at the institutional level (a broad view across
institutional and disciplinary boundaries)
Ideally, collaborative effort (peer review of annotations, 
suggestions for high-quality resources) https://www.techlib.cz/en/84109-stemskiller
3/STEMskiller, case studies 
& future Image: NTK Atrium
STEMskiller at present 
Simple map for mentors with little time and bandwidth
Original annotations with links to original sources
Not traditional “research life cycle” view, but based on 
real-world tasks and activities that make sense to anyone 
Broader goals: “demystify” the academic process and 
inspire universities without full support services to 
expand their offerings through good examples
Pathway for administrators 
Highlighting array of services provided by top universities
Examples which could be implemented locally
Starting point for consideration of accreditation 
integration (Association of American Colleges & 
Universities VALUE Rubrics, https://www.aacu.org/value-
rubrics)
Case Studies
1/International postdoc candidate 
applying to research group
● Terrible cover letter but 
apparently good scientific skills
● PI sent relevant STEMskiller link 
and asked candidate to re-work 
the letter based on the example
● Unfortunately, letter was not 
revised and candidate was not 
hired (but PI felt like they’d given 
the candidate a chance)
2/Doctoral student organizing themselves for 
dissertation writing
● Student has good mentor who no time during 
COVID for consultations (even remote 
consultations); student working from a distance 
in another country after completing local 
coursework
● Noted as useful: 
○ Defining writing schedule and environment
○ Organization, generally (e.g., to-do list)
○ Using other dissertations as examples for 
content and structure
○ Writing styles to engage readers
STEMskiller in the 
future
More discipline-specific resources in STEM
recommended by mentors themselves
More peer review of annotations (i.e., building 
of collaborative network of interested parties) 
More suggested high-quality, openly-available, 
non-commercial resources
Analysis of how VALUE competencies can be 
mapped to local accreditation realities and 






Please visit STEMskiller, share broadly, and help us build our 
network and list of resources. We welcome your input.
https://www.techlib.cz/en/84109-stemskiller
